**21st Century Tool Kit for Printmaking**

**RECOMMENDED**
1. ruler or straight edge (or pica ruler)
2. tweezers
3. exacto knife and/or mat knife
4. bone folder or equivalent
5. pair of scissors
6. glue stick (Pritt or equivalent for best results)
7. blue scotch masking tape (minimum 1 roll)
8. simple wood or linoleum cutting tools (Speedball OK)
9. small bristle brush for glue and clean up
10. mars eraser
11. brayer (soft, 4”)
12. rubber gloves
13. art papers for projects, presentations, display
14. proof papers for exercises, trials, tests
15. negatives for polymer plates
16. photopolymer plates
17. flash drive, iPod or blank CDs as needed

**Book Arts** (in addition to all Printmaking items)

**REQUIRED**
1. 3M double stick tape
2. glue roller & tray
3. packet of milliners long needles
4. small foam brush for glue, clean up
5. spool of carpet thread
6. awl (sharp poking tool)
7. twine for tying & wrapping

**OPTIONAL**
1. 10-power linen tester (loop)
2. scribe for dry-point
3. apron
4. hand lotion
5. personal hand cleaner
6. citrus based solvent